
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Ranger Media Group Begins Filming the Powerful Docuseries "I AM NEW," Exploring the 
Triumph of the Human Spirit 

[Alaska, July 7, 2023] – Ranger Media Group is proud to announce the commencement of 
filming for the highly anticipated docuseries, "I AM NEW." This groundbreaking 10-part 
series takes viewers on a transformative journey across the East Coast of the United States 
and Canada, delving into the indomitable human spirit in the face of adversity. Each 
episode of the series shines a light on formerly incarcerated individuals who rise above the 
societal label of "felon," showcasing their remarkable stories of personal growth and 
redemption. 

Announced in April 2023, the "I AM NEW" series has gained tremendous momentum, 
generating widespread interest and anticipation. Filming began on July 5th, 2023, and will 
continue through the end of August. The production brings together a diverse cast and 
crew, ensuring an authentic and inclusive representation both in front of and behind the 
cameras 

Out of Anchorage, Alaska - Donald Garner, the visionary owner of Ranger Media Group, is 
thrilled to announce the realization of his groundbreaking project, the I AM NEW 
Docuseries. 

With a profound passion for social impact, Garner has dedicated himself to creating a 
bridge back to society for the formerly incarcerated through this transformative series. 

I AM NEW not only sheds light on the struggles and triumphs of those affected by the 
criminal justice system but also offers hope, redemption, and a chance for a new 
beginning. 

Garner's unwavering commitment to empowering individuals and fostering empathy 
underscores his pride in bringing the I AM NEW Docuseries to life. 

Through this extraordinary project, Ranger Media Group aims to inspire society to 
see the potential for change and embrace the journey of second chances. 

Notably, award-winning Director of Photography, Pawel Kacprzak from Poland, joins the 
team to lend his visionary expertise. Kacprzak shared his approach to the series, saying, 
"My goal is to visualize their struggles and uplifting moments of their lives. I hope that we 
can help global audiences look at things differently while we inspire them!" 

Renata Fajti, a producer of Hungarian descent, shows her deep appreciation for 
storytelling in I AM New., “I am thrilled and deeply grateful for the opportunity to bring 
forth these incredible stories!”  



Alan Steuart, from ISI Entertainment, has been a driving force behind the project since its 
inception. Reflecting on the series, he states, "There's nothing more exciting than a 
comeback in life. Seeing someone with dreams getting a second chance to succeed. That 
is what Ranger Media Group, in cooperation with ISI Entertainment, is achieving in the new 
docuseries, 'I AM NEW.'" 

The immense success and positive reception of "I AM NEW" have sparked discussions 
about subsequent seasons, with plans to begin production in early 2024. Donald Garner, 
the head of Ranger Media Group, expresses his heartfelt commitment to the project, 
saying, "This series is a labor of love for me. I see my life in each of these people, and I 
hope this series will bring them into your heart as well." 

"I AM NEW" promises to be a thought-provoking and uplifting docuseries that celebrates 
the resilience and potential for change within every individual. With its diverse cast and 
crew, the series aims to inspire audiences worldwide and challenge preconceived notions 
about personal transformation. 

For more information about "I AM NEW," including updates on release dates and 
distribution, please visit the Ranger Media Group website or follow us on social media. 

About Ranger Media Group: Ranger Media Group is an innovative production company 
dedicated to creating compelling content that sparks conversations and inspires change. 
With a mission to amplify authentic stories from diverse voices, Ranger Media Group aims 
to produce impactful narratives that resonate with audiences worldwide. 
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